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Rainbow Colormaps:
What are they good and bad for?

Khairi Reda

Abstract—Guidelines for color use in quantitative visualizations have strongly discouraged the use of rainbow colormaps, arguing
instead for smooth designs that do not induce visual discontinuities or implicit color categories. However, the empirical evidence behind
this argument has been mixed and, at times, even contradictory. In practice, rainbow colormaps are widely used, raising questions
about the true utility or dangers of such designs. We study how color categorization impacts the interpretation of scalar fields. We first
introduce an approach to detect latent categories in colormaps. We hypothesize that the appearance of color categories in scalar
visualizations can be beneficial in that they enhance the perception of certain features, although at the cost of rendering other features
less noticeable. In three crowdsourced experiments, we show that observers are more likely to discriminate global, distributional
features when viewing colorful scales that induce categorization (e.g., rainbow or diverging schemes). Conversely, when seeing the
same data through a less colorful representation, observers are more likely to report localized features defined by small variations in
the data. Participants showed awareness of these different affordances and exhibited bias for exploiting the more discriminating
colormap, given a particular feature type. Our results demonstrate the costs and benefits of rainbows (and similarly colorful schemes),
suggesting that their complementary utility for analyzing scalar data should not be dismissed. In addition to explaining potentially valid
uses of rainbow, our study provides actionable guidelines, including when such designs can be more harmful than useful. Data and
materials are available at https://osf.io/xjhtf

Index Terms—Quantitative color encoding, rainbow colormaps, scalar fields, perception.
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1 INTRODUCTION

COLOR mapping facilitates the visual encoding of data,
allowing the latter to be represented with different gra-

dations or categories of color. The question of how to design
effective colormaps is a recurring theme in visualization
research [55] and in other communities (e.g., oceanogra-
phy, climate science, and astronomy [15, 22, 44]). Standard
guidance indicates that quantitative colormaps should be
perceptually uniform, orderable, and visually contiguous
with no apparent color boundaries [9, 39]. Given these prin-
ciples, the literature strongly discourages the use of rainbow
colormaps [26], citing their ‘non-scientific’ basis [10] and
their potential for introducing artifacts [5].

Much of this criticism has centered on the
(non)perceptual properties of rainbows. In particular,
their tendency to implicitly discrete data that should,
ostensibly, be seen continuous [30]. The empirical evidence
for or against rainbow colormaps, however, is inconsistent.
Studies with human subjects have shown that rainbows
can be advantageous in certain contexts [33], while
others have turned evidence that they lead to inaccurate
interpretation [24]. A possible explanation for these
conflicting results is variation in the task: colormap
evaluation studies have utilized a variety of tasks, from
medical diagnosis [3], to estimation of summary statistics
like the mean and spatial variance [11, 32], to low-level
color discriminability [41, 43]. It is perhaps unsurprising
that colormaps will vary in their usefulness depending on
the task [45] or application domain [4]. Yet, a key limitation
of extant studies is that it is often not possible to explain
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why a certain colormap design might have led to better
(or worse) performance in a specific context. The lack of
explanatory power makes it difficult to draw generalizable
conclusions, especially to new tasks or domains that are yet
to be studied.

An alternative to testing colormaps in different tasks is
to specifically look for tradeoffs in colormap design and
ask: what useful data features might be accentuated by
a particular colormap design? We would expect different
colormaps to make different types of features more (or
less) visually prominent. We might also expect that in the
process of highlighting certain features in the data, a col-
ormap — whether rainbow or a more perceptually uniform
design — can diminish the signal from other ‘competing’
features. Uncovering such tradeoffs will allow for a more
nuanced colormap selection, whereby tasks are matched
with suitable designs based on the feature(s) necessary for
the task. Moreover, an empirical cost-utility account for
color designs could potentially allow us to assimilate the
conflicting evidence in colormap evaluation, where studies
often reach contradictory conclusions (e.g., rainbows being
both the worst [3, 24] and best-performing colormap [34]).

In this work, we investigate how one property of col-
ormaps, color categorization tendency, affords varying inter-
pretations of the same scalar data. Categorization occurs
when a continuous color gradient is perceived (to some
extent) as a sequence of discrete categories (e.g., blue, green,
yellow). We evaluate the impact of such implicit discretiza-
tion on the interpretation of two types of features in scalar
fields: patterns characterized by localized variations in the
density, and global distributional features, which dictate the
overall spatial density of scalar data. We measured partici-
pants’ sensitivity to these two features as we independently
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manipulated them. We find that color categorization signif-
icantly influences the type of features participants attend
to. In colormaps that induce categorization, participants
exhibited a bias for detecting changes in the global structure
of fields. This tendency was strongest in the rainbow, but
the effect was also substantial in diverging and multi-hue
colormaps. Conversely, scales that incorporate a few colors
(e.g., single-hue schemes) afforded equal opportunity for
detecting both localized and global features, albeit for an
overall lower sensitivity. These results suggest that color
categories imprint useful ‘artifacts’ in continuous fields,
making it easier for observers to interpret structural prop-
erties with higher fidelity. However, these benefits come
at the cost of reduced sensitivity to features defined by
small, localized changes. We find that this effect is not
limited to rainbows, but also manifests (to a lesser extent)
in other perceptually uniform schemes, including diverging
and multi-hue colormaps.

Our findings suggest that rainbow (and similarly col-
orful designs) should not be dismissed as inherently de-
ceptive. Colorful scales appear to serve different functions,
allowing observers to attend to different features in data, as
compared with other designs traditionally deemed optimal.
We confirm this hypothesis in two additional experiments
and show that participants benefit substantially from seeing
the same data encoded in two color schemes of comple-
mentary utility. More generally, we argue that a cost-benefit
colormap analysis provides new insights that cannot be
deduced from traditional color advice. We also introduce a
methodology that can experimentally surface such tradeoffs.
In sum, we make the following contributions:

1) We identify benefits and costs to implicit categoriza-
tion in quantitative colormaps. Specifically, we show
that color categorization increases the sensitivity to
distributional features in data, at the expense of
locally delineated features.

2) We introduce a new metric for quantifying color
categorization. We show that this metric reliably
predicts the type of features observers will attend to
in scalar fields, irrespective of other colormap prop-
erties such as perceptual uniformity or luminance
monotonicity.

3) We show that observers become more discerning
when given the ability to interactively switch be-
tween two colormaps, suggesting a simple inter-
vention for harnessing the benefits of different color
encodings.

4) As a methodological contribution, we contribute ex-
perimental and data generation procedures to assess
the cost-utility profiles of alternative colormap de-
signs. These methods can be easily adapted to study
other features or application domains of interest.

2 RELATED WORK

We review guidelines for color encoding in visualization
and discuss the results of extant colormap evaluation stud-
ies.

2.1 Color Advice for Visualization
Color design guidelines for visualizations have traditionally
emphasized three properties of ‘good’ colormaps [9, 39]:
perceptual uniformity (i.e., equal perceptual steps between
adjacent colors), continuity (i.e., smooth color gradients),
and perceptual order (i.e., intuitive color sequence, such as
from dark red to bright yellow). A main reason why experts
discourage the use of rainbow for interval data is that the
colors are not perceptually orderable [38]. For instance, one
cannot intuitively say whether green comes before or after
blue, without explicitly consulting a legend. The lack of
order makes it difficult to compare the magnitude in, say,
two map points [14, 24]. On the other hand, the rainbow
shines in value retrieval tasks [31, 50], making it easier
for one to estimate the value associated with a specific
color. Rainbows may also facilitate data recall compared to
sequential schemes [14].

The desire for uniform yet colorful designs has led some
to suggest ‘spiral’ colormaps: ramps that increase monoton-
ically in luminance while rotating in the color wheel so as
to incorporate multiple hues [51]. Compared to rainbows,
multi-hue ramps are less colorful, although they typically
retain perceptual uniformity. Luminance monotonicity also
ensures the colors are intuitively orderable (e.g., from dark
to bright). There has been a movement to end the use of rain-
bow [37], and replace it with alternative perceptual designs
(e.g., viridis [46]). Researchers have also argued for diverging
schemes, given the greater variation in luminance [7, 25].
Despite these efforts, rainbow colormaps continue to be
widely used in practice [23, 26]. One explanation for this
seemingly non-optimal choice is that people find rainbows
to be aesthetically appealing. However, an alternative hy-
pothesis that we explore here is that, despite their limita-
tions, colorful encodings may provide some unrecognized
utility.

Another common critique of rainbow designs is that
they induce a form of implicit discretization [30]. This
phenomenon, sometimes described as a hue banding effect,
causes artificial boundaries between colors (e.g., between
green and yellow). Color bands are thought to be undesir-
able because they are representationally incompatible with
the underlying data (i.e., continuous data vs. seemingly
discrete colors). More importantly, color boundaries could
hypothetically cause people to infer false features that are
not present in the data [5]. It is important to note, how-
ever, that implicit discretization is not an exclusive rainbow
property. Most colormap designs, including perceptually
uniform scales, will induce categorization to a certain extent
(see Figure 2 for an illustration). It is unclear what benefits
or perils such discretization may bring about — an issue
that we explore in this work.

2.2 Empirical Colormap Evaluation
Empirical colormap studies have returned a variety of re-
sults that are, at times, contradictory. For example, Borkin
et al. found rainbows to be inferior for interpreting ar-
terial scan data [3]. Instead, doctors were more accurate
at diagnosing heart disease with one of Brewer’s diverg-
ing schemes, which are known for their perceptual uni-
formity [16]. Dasgupta et al. also show rainbows to be
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less effective for estimating the mean magnitude in scalar
fields [11]. On the other hand, Reda and Papka show rain-
bows to be effective for judging spatial variance [32]. Most
surprisingly, standard rainbow designs (e.g., jet and RGB
rainbow) were the best performing schemes in a task that
required participants to discriminate models underlying a
lineup of scalar fields [33,34]. It is difficult to reconcile these
inconsistent results. One may attribute this variability to
differences in the task; it is generally accepted that different
tasks will benefit from different color encodings [4,45]. Still,
the above results do not tell us when and why a certain
task might benefit from, say, a perceptually uniform scheme
versus a more colorful encoding. Standard color guidelines
are also not tailored to tasks, but instead simply consider the
general data type (e.g., interval, ratio, or categorical) [10,27].
To reconcile these differences, we consider the features a
task might require. We argue that different colormaps will
accentuate different aspects of the data. This in turn makes
them more or less suited for a given task, depending on how
well a colormap conveys data features required by a task.

2.3 Feature-Driven Colormap Evaluation

A number of studies have attempted to assess feature dis-
criminability in colormaps. Rogowitz et al. show that de-
tecting Gaussians requires a consistent level of luminance-
contrast against the background [36]. They accordingly sug-
gest that quantitative colormaps should increase monoton-
ically in luminance [35]. Kalvin et al. tested the percepti-
bility of Gabor features in different colormaps, this time
modulating the feature’s spatial frequency. They argue that
the luminance channel is best suited for representing high-
spatial frequency features, while saturation is more effective
for conveying low-spatial frequency information [1, 21]. In
more recent work, Ware et al. found that feature detec-
tion threshold is a function of local perceptual differences
(including both in chroma and luminance), although their
model overweighs luminance [52].

This work similarly considers the discriminability of
features in scalar fields. However, in addition to testing how
a class of features might be enhanced by certain colormap
designs, we consider other feature types that might be
degraded in the process. Compared to earlier experiments
on feature discriminability [21, 52], our task is also different
in that participants do not know the location of features in
advance. Instead, they are forced to compare and classify the
pattern in multiple plots in order to identify one of two con-
cealed targets. This ‘lineup’ task is thought to require a com-
bination of visuo-spatial and cognitive reasoning skills [47].
In addition to small, localized features [52], our setup also
includes larger distributional features that compete for par-
ticipants’ attention. This combination is meant to simulate a
more realistic scenario where there are both low-frequency
(i.e., global structure) as well as high-frequency (localized)
information. Participants in our study had to weigh these
competing signals before making a judgment. We explain
the results using a metric of color categorization. As tasks
become more interpretive, cognitive color properties like
names and categories [12] are likely to take prominence.

2.4 Graphical Inference for Colormap Evaluation

Empirical studies have utilized graphical inference [8,19] as
a model interpretive task for evaluating colormaps. Most
similar to our work are studies by Reda and Szafir who
found colormaps that cross a variety of color names to be
more effective [34]. A second study looked at the effects
of color name salience, finding better performance for color
scales that incorporate more salient names (e.g., prototypical
‘yellow’ over ‘beige’) [33]. While these studies demonstrate
advantages to colorful encodings (including rainbows), the
results are one-sided in that they only show benefits, but
without documenting potential side-effects. These earlier re-
sults are also difficult to explain and reconcile with standard
color advice (e.g., ‘rainbow colormaps considered harm-
ful’ [5, 37]). We address this gap by introducing a modified
inference task that includes multiple targets shown concur-
rently. This new stimulus format allows us to character-
ize potentially different affordances for colormaps, rather
than measuring performance along a single dimension.
Specifically, we extend earlier work [34] in three important
ways. First, we simultaneously study two classes of features
(global versus localized). We show that color categorization
yields benefits but also exerts costs, in the form of enhanced
perceptibility for certain data features at the cost of others. In
effect, we contribute evidence that there are not inherently
‘good’ or ‘bad’ colormaps, but only instead that different
colormaps will highlight different things in data. This frame-
work for colormap evaluation, which admits both costs and
benefits to alternative designs, helps explain the conflict-
ing empirical results from earlier studies (e.g., rainbows
documented as both the worst [3] and best [34] design).
Second, we contribute a metric for quantifying implicit cat-
egorization in continuous colormaps, leveraging empirical
color-naming models [18]. We show that this metric reliably
explains participants’ bias to one class of features over
another, across a variety of colormaps. Third, we evaluate
a simple intervention for leveraging complementary color
designs, by allowing observers to interactively switch the
colormap. We show that even inexperienced observers can
effectively choose the most discerning colormap for a given
dataset. In sum, we contribute a more nuanced theory and
evidence for how to choose effective colors for scalar fields.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS

We address two research questions in this work:
RQ 1: Given alternative color mapping strategies (e.g.,

single-hue versus more colorful rainbow schemes), are there
identifiable costs and benefits to these designs? In this
paper, we are especially interested in color categorization:
the tendency for an observer to see discrete colors in a
gradient. We ask whether such implicit categorization can
aid or hinder the interpretation of continuous (scalar) data.

Humans intuitively “parse the continuum of color into
discrete categories” [40]. While quantitative colormaps are
designed to appear as smooth gradients, most viewers will
perceive color categories within, especially in the more
colorful scales. Rainbow colormaps are mostly known for
inducing categorization, which presents as a sequence of
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our color categorization metric applied to four continuous colormaps. Dendrograms show hierarchical clustering results. Top-
level clusters represent the final color categories detected. Color names shown (extracted from the Heer and Stone model [18]) represent the
most likely names for the centroids of top-level clusters. Matrices show pairwise perceptual distances (∆E) between the centroids (darker is higher
discriminability). We define color categorization tendency as the number of color categories times their mean ∆E distance. For instance, jet
has a categorization tendency of 6 × 132.2 = 793.2.

blue, green, yellow, orange, and red. However, discretiza-
tion also occurs, to a lesser extent, in other colormap de-
signs. For instance, a diverging blue-orange scale displays
distinct tones of blue, cyan, white, orange, and dark red.
On the other hand, single-hue colormaps like Brewer’s blue
exhibit markedly less categorization. As an example of a
tradeoff in colormap design, we ask if color categorization
can enhance the perception of certain data features, perhaps
at the expense of others.

RQ2: If implicit color categories can indeed enhance the
perception of certain features in data while suppressing
others, can observers detect this modulating effect? This
question has practical importance: if observers are aware
of the costs and benefits to different colormaps, they might
benefit from seeing two representations of the same data.
On a theoretical level, an observer who effectively leverages
multiple color encodings provides compelling evidence of
different affordances for alternative colormap designs, even
in one task and for the same general data type.

We address the first question in Experiments 1 and 2,
where we expose participants to stimuli containing two
competing features. We measure participants’ potential bias
to one feature type over the other. In Experiment 3, we add
the ability for participants to interactively switch between
two colormaps (representation varying levels of categoriza-
tion). We test the effect of this addition on participants’
accuracy and colormap selection behavior. Before we set out
to describe the three experiments, we discuss our approach
to measuring color categorization. We then describe the
overall experimental apparatus and discuss our hypotheses.

3.1 Modeling Color Categorization
Color categorization is thought to originate in the early
layers of the visual cortex [42], suggesting a possible
biological basis [40]. However, evidence for color cate-
gories is arguably easier to ascertain in the languages we
speak [29, 54]. Across numerous languages, prominent col-
ors (e.g., red, green, yellow) are associated with unique
and stable names [2, 17]. We thus quantify the level of

implicit categorization for a colormap by first clustering
unique color names that appear within. This gives us an
approximation of the number of categories a viewer might
perceive. We subsequently measure the perceptual distance
between those categories to estimate how discriminable
they are. Compared to earlier approaches for quantifying
categorization (e.g., locally summing up color names or
perceptual distances [34]), this new metric provides two
advantages: first, it represents a principled approach of
initially detecting and grouping latent categories and then
measuring their global (as opposed to local) discriminability.
Global discriminability in turn allows estimating whether
those categories can be uniquely attended to and addressed
by an observer. Second, while this approach for quantifying
categorization tendency is more computationally intensive,
it provides for more easily explainable results than a low-
level metric alone, such as log-LAB Length [34]. We illustrate
how this new metric works with four colormaps (Figure 1).

3.1.1 Detecting Latent Color Categories
To detect latent color categories in a colormap, we first
sample the color scale at evenly spaced key points, obtaining
a sequence of n discrete colors. We choose n = 100 for our
analysis. We then cluster neighboring colors according to
their name: adjacent colors with similar names are progres-
sively merged into larger clusters. This method is equivalent
to bottom-up (agglomerative) hierarchical clustering. We
use a greedy implementation, merging two colors (or color
clusters) that have the highest name similarity at every step,
and stopping when there are no similar clusters to merge.
We quantify name similarity using Heer and Stone’s cosine
name distance metric [18]. This metric returns the empirical
probability that two given colors are associated with distinct
names. For example, ∆Name(■,■) = 0.17, meaning there
is only 17% chance that these two colors carry different
names, making them a candidate for merge. By contrast
∆Name(■,■) = 0.64, so most people will likely see them
as two distinct categories (e.g., blue and turquoise). We stop
the merge when name dissimilarity for a color relative to its
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Fig. 2. Four colormaps (used in Exp. 1) representing increasing levels
of color categorization. Note the effect of categorization on the percep-
tibility of features in the scalar fields: the ‘bean’-shaped features are
most visible in Brewer’s blue, but those features become less discernible
as color categorization increases. However, categorization may afford a
better overview of the data’s spatial extent and distribution.

neighbors exceeds a certain threshold, which we manually
set to 0.6. That is, two adjacent colors (or clusters) will merge
unless the probability they have different names is slightly
higher than chance.

For each emerging cluster, we designate the member
color with the most salient name as the centroid, with the
latter used to measure cluster-cluster name distance. Name
saliency is the degree to which a color is associated with a
uniquely recognizable name. More prototypical colors (e.g.,
‘red’ and ‘yellow’) have higher name saliency over other
similar tones (e.g., ‘crimson’ and ‘beige’). We use Heer and
Stone’s saliency metric [18] which maps name saliency for
CIELAB colors to a [0, 1] range (1 being most salient).
To illustrate, a cluster consisting of (■,■,■) will have ■

designated as centroid, given that the latter is associated
with an empirically more salient name. The rationale behind
adopting salient names for centroids is to encourage clus-
tering around readily nameable colors. We found that name
saliency yields more representative centroids compared to
the geometric CIELAB mean color for a cluster — the latter
tends to dilute centroids towards neutral chromas.

We interpret the final (top-level) clusters as representa-
tives of the latent color categories for a colormap. Figure 1
illustrates the emerging categories for four color scales. Our
method appears to detect color bands seen in typical de-
signs. For example, in jet, we find six categories representing
blue, cyan, green, yellow, orange, and red (see Figure 1). The
categories detected also match up with bands appearing
in scalar fields (see Figure 2). For instance, in blue-orange,
we observe color bands representing blue, turquoise, white,
yellow, orange, and dark red, which correspond to cate-
gories detected by our clustering procedure. Note that our
procedure correctly classifies sharp color boundaries (e.g.,
the white ‘mach’ band in blue-orange) as well as smoother
gradients combining distinctively nameable tones (e.g., the
transition from cyan to green in jet). As expected, we detect
fewer categories in viridis and Brewer’s blue (four and two
categories, respectively). The diverging blue-orange appears
to have the same number of categories (six) as jet, although
the latter has more distinctive categories. For instance, the
color difference between bright yellow and orange in jet is
seemingly higher relative to the difference between pale yel-
low and orange in blue-orange. To account for this variation,

TABLE 1
Characteristics of four colormaps used in Experiment 1, including color
categorization tendency (rightmost column). The latter is defined as the

number of color categories times their mean ∆E category distance.

Design Color
Categories Mean ΔE

Single-hue
(monotonic luminance)

Colormap

Brewer’s blue
Multi-hue

(monotonic luminance)viridis

blue-orange

jet

Diverging

Rainbow

4

6

6

2

102.3

83.3

132.2

74.2

793.2

Categorization
Tendency

499.8

409.2

148.4

we measure the perceptual distance between the resultant
categories and operationalize ∆E in our metric.

3.1.2 Quantifying Color Categorization Tendency
Although the number of nameable colors provides impor-
tant information to approximate categorization tendency,
those categories must still be discriminable by an observer
to play a role in analysis. Therefore, after clustering, we
compute the perceptual distance between the resultant cat-
egory centroids. Specifically, we compute the CIELAB ∆E
distance between every pair of top-level clusters detected
in the earlier step. Figure 1 illustrates the pairwise category
distance as matrices. Summing each half-matrix and divid-
ing by the number of cells (K(K−1)

2 ; with K as the number
of categories detected), we obtain a measure of the mean,
relative discriminability for the categories. To illustrate, the
mean ∆E distance for jet is 132.2. This is markedly higher
than blue-orange (83.3), virids (102.2) and Brewer’s blue (74.2).

Lastly, we operationalize both of the above components
into a single metric of color categorization tendency. Specif-
ically, we weigh the number of categories by their mean
perceptual discriminability:

Color Categorization Tendency =

K × Mean Category Discriminability =

2

(K − 1)

K∑
i=2

i∑
j=1

∆E(ci, cj)

Where K is the number of color categories (i.e., top-level
clusters) detected, ci is the centroid color for category i. We
use CIE76 ∆E (Euclidean distance in the LAB space). By
combining the above two components (K and mean ∆E),
we obtain a measure of how many discriminable categories
there are in a colormap. In particular, operationalizing per-
ceptual discriminability allows us to gauge how easy is it
for a viewer to attend to each color category separately —
a key hypothesized driver behind the benefits for implicit
categorization (see §4). We later show that this combined
metric explains the experimental results (see §5, §6).

Table 1 gives the color categorization tendencies for
the four colormaps. As expected, jet ranks highest in its
degree of implicit categorization, followed by blue-orange
and viridis. Among the four designs, Brewer’s blue exhibits
the least categorization. Note also that categorization is not
necessarily reduced by adopting a perceptually uniform
gradient. For example, both viridis and blue-orange are uni-
form (equal perceptual steps). Yet, according to our metric,
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viridis can be classified as a medium-low whereas blue-orange
exhibits medium-high categorization.

3.2 Experimental Task

To evaluate the impact of implicit colormap categorization,
we devised a modified ‘lineup’ task based on Buja et al’s
concept of graphical inference [8, 53]. In the original task,
the observer compares a ‘real’ dataset to data that had been
sampled from a null model. This is achieved by concealing a
visualization of the real dataset in a lineup that also includes
a number of ‘decoy’ plots representing null samples. The
observer is then challenged to identify the plot that looks
different (i.e., the visualization of the real data). An observer
who correctly identifies the real target provides evidence
that the data at hand is statistically different from the null.
In effect, lineups are a visual analog to null hypothesis
significance testing.

Lineup tasks have been used to evaluate the power of
different colormap designs. Colormaps that make it easier
to discriminate the target plot (without increasing the rate
of false positives) were deemed more effective [34]. How-
ever, earlier lineup experiments did not allow for studying
tradeoffs in colormap design. This is because the target and
decoy plots differed in one aspect: the spatial distribution of
scalar data. We extend that work by modeling sensitivity
to features defined by localized variations. The latter, in
particular, represents an important class of features relevant
to scientific applications.

To experimentally model the tension between localized
patterns versus global structure, we adopt a modified lineup
format that incorporates two targets (i.e., two different-
looking visualizations as opposed to one) [48]. The first
target in our setup represents a visualization that varies
systematically from the decoys in the global distribution of
its scalar data. We induce the latter by varying the layout of
density-generating processes. The second target represents a
visualization where localized features vary from those that
are present in the decoy (and in target 1, for that matter).
Specifically, we change the orientation of processes that
embed low-amplitude patterns in the density. The latter
presents as oval-shaped features whose outline is defined
by small perturbations in the global density (see Figures 2
and 3).

Note that, in this setup, both features are present in all
plots. However, to an observer, a lineup stimulus conveys
two competing signals: a target that is distinctively different
in its global density (hereafter, the ‘global target’) and a sec-
ond that is unique in its configuration of localized patterns
(i.e., a ‘local target’). By presenting both targets alongside
decoys, we can detect any potential bias in attending to
localized over global structures (or vice versa). For exam-
ple, if a particular color design makes it more likely for
participants to report the global target, we would conclude
an increased tendency for discriminating distributional fea-
tures with that encoding. Conversely, were participants to
show a propensity to report the local target, we can infer
a bias for discriminating localized features. We describe
how we generated lineup stimuli to incorporate the two
features. To ensure both features are equally discriminable,
we calibrated their saliency in a pre-study (see §5.3).

Global 
density

Baseline model

Global target 
model

Local target 
model

perturb

sample

sample

sample x4

Decoy plot x4

Global target

Local target

++

=

=

= perturb

Local 
“bean”

features

Fig. 3. Overview of the stimulus synthesis procedure. Global density and
localized ‘bean’ shaped features are first synthesized as two separate
layers, and integrated into a baseline model (grey arrow). The feature
layers are then independently perturbed to produce a global target
model (incorporating perturbed global + baseline local features; blue
arrow) and an opponent local target model (with baseline global +
perturbed local features). The models are finally sampled to generate
a lineup with four decoys and two targets. Note that the magnitude
of perturbation was exaggerated in this figure for illustration; actual
perturbation in our experiments was less obvious in both targets.

3.3 Feature Design & Stimulus Synthesis
To embed known global and local structures in scalar fields,
we designed two data-generating processes. The first pro-
cess dictates the overall structure (i.e., spatial distribution).
The second process introduces localized perturbations in the
above distribution, in effect imprinting features outlined by
low-amplitude variations in the global density.

3.3.1 Global Density Features
We first synthesize a global density model using a mixture
of Gaussians: clusters of 2D Gaussian kernels are positioned
randomly in the 2D domain. Kernel size (i.e., standard
deviation) and orientation (i.e., X-Y correlation for a kernel)
are varied randomly within a set range (determined through
piloting). The kernels are randomly assigned to generate
either ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ densities, which are then accu-
mulated to precipitate the global structure for a scalar field.

3.3.2 Localized Features
We synthesize a second ‘layer’ containing a different set of
features whose outline is marked by localized variation in
the density. We similarly start with randomly configured
clusters of Gaussian kernels. However, instead of accu-
mulating the density from those kernels, we use them as
scaffolds to generate 2D sine-wave impulses. We center
each impulse around a Gaussian cluster, rendering it at a
randomly chosen contour level. This process creates semi-
irregular oval-shaped features (which were referred to by
some participants as ‘beans’; see Figure 2).

Compared to Gabor and Gaussian features used in
colormap evaluation [21, 52], our bean-shaped pattern is
similarly defined by a high-frequency, low-contrast impulse.
However, our chosen features are wider in spatial extent,
causing them to span a larger part of the colormap. This de-
sign allows us to model a situation where the observer needs
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to comprehend a complex pattern while also accounting
for the potential effects of color categorization. The beans
are also reminiscent of a ‘ripple’ pattern sometimes used
for colormap testing [28], although we purposely designed
our features to be non-symmetric (pilot tests showed that
symmetric shapes were far easier to discern, which would
have limited our ability to control their relative salience).

3.3.3 Lineup Generation
The global and localized feature layers are added together
into one scalar field. The field is treated as a 2D proba-
bility distribution model from which random samples are
drawn to generate plots for the lineup. Importantly, the
two data-generating processes described above allow us to
manipulate the two feature types independently. Starting
from a baseline model (comprising both global and localized
features), we randomly translate the location of the density-
generating kernels (by a set amount, calibrated empirically
in §5.3), resulting in a model that differs in its global
spatial distribution relative to the baseline. We sample this
perturbed model to generate a first target plot. We similarly
perturb the localized-feature process, this time adjusting the
contour level at which the sine impulses are rendered. This
causes the bean-shaped features to change in extent and/or
orientation (see Figure 4-left for an illustration of this effect).
We sample from this perturbed model to obtain a second
target. Lastly, we sample the baseline model four times to
obtain four decoys. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.

The two targets are randomly placed alongside the de-
coys in one lineup (for a total of six plots per lineup).
Participants are prompted to select the visualization that
“doesn’t belong”. Even though there were two targets in
each lineup, we limited participants to a single selection for
simplicity. Earlier work shows that observers rarely select
more than one answer in a dual-target lineup task [48]. The
process above produces a large variety of stimuli owing to
the stochastic generation and interactions between Gaussian
mixtures. Note also that, in addition to the principal varia-
tion between the targets and the decoys, the decoy plots
also vary among themselves due to random sampling. These
sources of variation make for a complex classification task
that recruits both cognitive and visuo-spatial skills [47].

4 HYPOTHESES

We developed two hypotheses:
H1 — Viewing a colormap with high categorization

tendency (e.g., jet or blue-orange), participants will identify
the global target more frequently. The latter represents vari-
ations in the global density relative to a baseline model.
Conversely, when viewing a low-categorization colormap
(e.g., blue or viridis), participants will select the local target
more often. In other words, we expect the ratio of global to
local targets reported to correlate with color categorization
tendency (as defined in §3.1).

Color categories are technically ‘artifacts’ that are not
actually present in the data. However, they represent a
useful kind of artifact in that they make it easier to attend to
specific data subsets. For example, a viewer could focus on
peaks by selectively attending to red. Similarly, one could
attend to the middle or low values of the distribution, if

those are associated with separable colors. Indeed, theories
of visual attention suggest a utility for color categories
here. The boolean map theory, for instance, stipulates that
observers can only process multi-color displays serially,
each time attending to a spatial region defined by a single
color [20]. In effect, spatially distributed features can only
be accessed one color at a time. Accordingly, an observer
may find it easier to assess the spatial structure in a scalar
field, if the display exhibits clearly segmentable colors. By
contrast, visualizations exhibiting smooth color gradients
may not readily support the creation of boolean color masks,
hence affording less attention to distributional features.

Although useful for highlighting structural properties,
color categorization could obscure other types of fea-
tures. Specifically, categorical distinction might overwhelm
smaller, within-category color differences. In such displays,
we might expect degraded discriminability for features
or patterns defined by localized, graduated perturbations
in the global structure. In particular, we would expect
the ‘bean’ patterns to become less noticeable with jet or
blue-orange. By contrast, low-categorization schemes (e.g.,
Brewer’s blue and viridis) do not suffer from this issue as
much, and should thus make it relatively easier to discrimi-
nate the local target.

H2 — We expect participants to show awareness of
the above tradeoffs. Specifically, we envision an alterna-
tive lineup setup where only one type of variation occurs
(i.e., either global or localized discriminating features are
present). If participants are given the ability to choose
the colormap, we would expect them to select the most
discerning color scheme for a particular stimulus. This hy-
pothesis suggests a simple intervention to overcoming the
limitations of a single color encoding: rather than providing
one representation that might not adequately convey all
relevant features, designers should redundantly encode the
same data in multiple colormaps (or, where possible, allow
the viewer to interactively toggle between colormaps). The
hypothesis also reinforces the idea that different colormaps
afford varying interpretations of the data, even when the
task and data characteristics are largely identical.

We test H1 in Exp. 1 and 2. We subsequently adapt the
experimental apparatus, adding the ability to interactively
switch between colormaps, and test H2 in Exp. 3.

5 EXPERIMENT I

We evaluated the impact of color categorization on the inter-
pretation of scalar fields in a crowdsourced experiment. We
adopt the lineup task described in §3.2, incorporating both
global and localized features in every trial. We conjecture
that color categorization would help participants resolve
subtle differences in the global structure of scalar fields.
However, we also conjecture that this advantage would
come at the cost of decreased sensitivity to features defined
by small, localized changes.

5.1 Experiment Design

We employ a within-subject design: participants saw four
different colormap designs representing different levels of
color categorization (from low to high): Brewer’s blue,
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jet
Brewer’s 
blue

global target

local targetlocal target

global target

Fig. 4. Example stimuli from Experiment 1 shown using low- and high-categorization colormaps. A stimulus comprised a lineup of six scalar fields,
two of which (the targets) vary systematically from the rest although in different ways. Our experiments demonstrate bias among participants for
selecting one type of target over the other, depending on the colormap. For instance, participants overwhelmingly select the ‘global’ target with
jet whereas they are equally likely to identify local or global targets with Brewer’s blue, albeit at lower sensitivity. In effect, we show that different
colormaps afford varying yet equally valuable interpretations of the same data.

viridis, blue-orange, and jet (see Figure 2). The experiment
was blocked by colormap, with block order varied ran-
domly. Participants completed 9 trials with each block, for a
total of 36 trials. A trial comprised a freshly generated lineup
of six scalar fields (200×200 pixels each), presented in a 3×2
arrangement. All lineups consisted of four decoys and two
targets, representing global and localized variations from
the decoys (see Figure 4). A color scale was displayed to the
right of the lineup for reference. The relative saliency for the
two targets was equalized and subsequently maintained in
all trials (see §5.3 for details). Participants were instructed
to select “the image that doesn’t belong”. They made their
choice by clicking one of the six plots and confirmed their
selection by pressing Enter, before moving to the next trial.

5.2 Procedure
Participants first completed a color-vision qualification test
(14 Ishihara panels), followed by a brief tutorial. They then
completed 12 practice trials each containing a single target: a
field that was varied either in its global or localized structure
relative to the decoys. We limited practice trials to one target
at a time in order to cue participants about the two target
types individually. During practice, participants were given
feedback, informing them if they had guessed correctly or
otherwise pointing out the correct answer. After practice,
participants completed the analyzed trials in which no
feedback was provided. To ensure participants were paying
attention, we included 2 engagement checks per block (8
checks in total). The checks consisted of single-target lineups
where the scalar density in one of the visualizations was
inverted (i.e., a ‘negative’ image of the decoys), making for
an easy judgment. After completing four blocks of analyzed
trials, participants were asked to briefly describe their strat-
egy. Lastly, participants filled out a demographic survey. We
excluded participants who failed most of the engagement
checks and recruited new participants in replacement, until
we reached our intended sample size (see §5.4).

5.3 Calibrating Feature Salience
To ensure equal baseline saliency for the two targets, we
conducted a pair of pre-studies in which we independently

calibrated the discriminability of the two feature types. In
the first pre-study, we varied the perturbation for global
density features. This was done by randomly offsetting
the center of density-generating Gaussians in the target
while keeping local (bean) features unchanged. This process
results in only a single ‘valid’ target that differs in its global
density. We varied the level of perturbation in the target
across trials from low to large. Higher perturbation implies
a target that is more dissimilar from the decoys, making for
easier judgment. We used the viridis colormap for all pre-
study trials, owing to its uniformity and status as a default
colormap in many visualization systems.

We recruited 50 participants from Amazon Mechanical
Turk, dropping 3 due to incomplete data. We fitted the
results using logistic regression, modeling the likelihood
of target discrimination in response to perturbation mag-
nitude. By offsetting kernel centers with a random vector
of length=9%×min(Wfield, Hfield), we achieved an expected
accuracy of 58% (halfway between 1

6 chance and perfect
reliability). We then conducted a second pre-study with 50
participants (2 of whom were dropped), this time varying
the perturbation for the localized ‘bean’ features while
keeping the global density unchanged. A logistic regression
model indicated that perturbing one of three beans led to
an expected accuracy of approximately 58%, similar to the
detection threshold achieved earlier for global features. We
subsequently use these parameters for the main experiment,
generating two targets in every lineup according to the
above perturbation levels.

5.4 Participants

For the main experiment, we recruited 70 participants from
Amazon Mechanical Turk (41 males, 28 females, and 1 did
not identify). The average reported age for participants was
39.4 years (σ = 10.9). We limited enrollment to US residents
with a task-approval history of at least 97%. Participants
received a compensation of $3. We dropped 2 participants
because their data was incomplete, leaving 68 in the analy-
sis.
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Fig. 5. Left: Detection rate for correctly identifying either of the two
targets by colormap. Circles show rates for individual participants. Di-
amonds depict group averages (± 95% confidence intervals). Right:
Percent trials in which participants reported the local target (purple),
global target (red) and, incorrectly, the decoy (grey). Colormaps are
ordered from left to right based on categorization tendency.

5.5 Results
Participants completed the experiment in 19 minutes on
average (σ = 10.2). They collectively provided 2,448 re-
sponses. We first analyze the overall rate of detection and
subsequently look for evidence of bias for either target type
in response to color categorization.

5.5.1 Detection Rate
Participants successfully detected one of the two targets in
69.28% of trials (σ = 18.58%). Figure 5–left plots detection
rate by colormap. We modeled the results using a logistic
regression model, with color categorization tendency as a fixed
effect (see Table 1). We apply a log-transform to the latter to
improve model fit. We also include two random intercepts
in the model capturing individual differences and variation
due to repeated trials. The model indicates a significant
effect of color categorization score (Wald’s Z = 7.158,
p < 0.001). A unit increase in the latter increases the odds
of correctly identifying either target by 1.71 (95% CI: 1.47—
1.99). Overall, participants performed better when viewing
lineups with a colorful ramp (e.g., jet or blue-orange over
Brewer’s blue and viridis).

5.5.2 Global vs. Localized Features
On average, participants identified the global target in
47.41% of trials (σ = 16.86%). By contrast, the local target
was reported in only 20.55% of trials (σ = 12.20%). The re-
mainder (31.65%, σ = 18.2%) represent unsuccessful trials
where participants incorrectly selected one of the decoys.
Beyond the average, there was a substantial difference in
the ratio of global to local targets reported across the four
colormaps (see Figure 5–right).

We model the likelihood of choosing global over local
targets as a function of color categorization. Figure 6 il-
lustrates this relationship. We include responses in which
either target was identified, and build a logistic regression
model with color categorization tendency as a fixed effect
(log-transformed). We also include two random intercepts
to account for individual differences and trial order (to
isolate any residual learning effects). The model indicates
a significant effect for color categorization (Z = 13.747,
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Fig. 6. Bias for reporting global over local targets by colormap (ordered
from top to bottom based on their categorization tendency). Circles show
the bias for individual participants. Diamonds depict group means (±
95% CI). A percentage of over 50% indicates bias for global features.

p < 0.001). A unit increase in log-categorization tendency
(equivalent to adding approximately 3 distinct color names
to the scale) causes a 3.82-fold increase (95% confidence
intervals: 3.16—4.63) in the odds of discriminating global
over local features. The above tendency can be clearly seen
in individual colormaps. For example, in a successful trial
with Brewer’s blue, the average participant had a 50.2%
(CI: 42.5—58%) chance of reporting the global target. In
other words, it was equally likely for participants to identify
localized and global discriminating features when viewing a
low-categorization colormap. By contrast, the global target
was reported in 87.2% (CI: 83.5—91%) of successful trials
with jet. Similarly, there was substantial bias for the global
target with blue-orange (77.8% of successful trials, CI: 73—
82.6%). The two latter colormaps exhibit higher categoriza-
tion. While also significant, the bias with viridis was less
pronounced (59.6%, CI: 52.8—66.5%).

5.5.3 Discussion

Overall, participants were more likely to discriminate global
as opposed to localized features. This is possibly due to the
latter requiring more effort and acuity overall. More inter-
estingly, however, we see a marked difference in the makeup
of targets reported in the four colormaps. Specifically, there
is a tendency for participants to over-report the global target
when looking at a colorful visualization. This tendency was
clearest in rainbow, although we still see the same pattern in
blue-orange. That the latter exhibits similar bias is significant,
and suggests that, irrespective of perceptual uniformity,
color categorization helps to highlight distributional fea-
tures in scalar fields. By contrast, Brewer’s blue exhibited
a balanced response profile, with similar numbers of local
and global targets reported. This suggests equal salience for
both feature types. The results support H1, although the
discriminability of localized features with blue and viridis
was actually less than we had anticipated. Accordingly,
overall sensitivity was lower in the less colorful designs.
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Fig. 7. Three cubehelix variants used in Exp. 2. The scales comprise
0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 hue rotations, giving rise to increasing levels of color
categorization (measured at 253.4, 435.2, and 629.6, respectively).
However, all three colormaps have approximately linear luminance
ramps (L∗ profile shown to the right of each color scale).

One limitation of this experiment is the diverse set of
colormap designs tested, which could present a confound.
We address this issue in a follow-up experiment.

6 EXPERIMENT II

Exp. 1 shows that color categorization can affect the type
of features observers attend to. Yet, this result may have be
confounded because the colormaps tested varied not just in
their level of categorization, but also in their design and
luminance profile. For instance, Brewer’s blue and viridis
comprise linear luminance ramps. By contrast, blue-orange
is a diverging scale with peak luminance in the middle.
Luminance in jet varies irregularly. To rule out this potential
confound, we conducted a second experiment where we
tested colormaps of similar design, but that which vary
systematically in their color categorization tendency. Specif-
ically, we utilize variants of cubehelix [15], a multi-hue color
scale that parameterizes the number of hue rotations. By
varying the latter, we obtain colormaps with increasing
levels of categorization but without affecting luminance.
We generate three cubehelix scales with 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5
hue rotations (1.5 rotations yields the default cubehelix
scale [15]). As the number of hue rotations increases, so
does color categorization. The three colormaps, however,
share approximately the same monotonic luminance profile
(see Figure 7). We attempt to replicate the results of Exp. 1
with these three colormaps. We adopt the same lineup task,
incorporating two targets in every trial. We expect the level
of categorization to dictate the type of targets reported by
participants. In particular cubehelix-25 should lead to greater
reporting of global targets (i.e., similar to jet and blue-orange).
By contrast, we would expect cubehelix-05 to yield equal
numbers of global and local targets (i.e., much like blue).

6.1 Participants, Experiment Design, and Procedures

We recruited 70 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(43 females, 27 males; mean age of 35 years). We limited
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bottom). Circles depict bias for individual participants. Diamonds are
group means (± 95% CI). Right: Distribution of responses (global, local
target, or decoy) by colormap.

enrollment to US residents who have at least 97% task-
approval rate. Participants had to pass a color-vision qualifi-
cation test. They were compensated with a $3 payment. The
experiment was a within-subject design: all participants saw
the three cubehelix variants presented in 3 blocks. Block order
was randomized. Each block consisted of 12 trials, for a total
of 36 trials, plus 9 engagement checks distributed evenly
between the blocks. Similar to Exp. 1, each trial comprised a
lineup of six scalar fields with two targets (corresponding to
global and localized features) and four decoys. Participants
were instructed to select the “image that doesn’t belong.”
Participants first completed 12 practice trials with feedback,
followed by 36 analyzed trials.

6.2 Results

Participants completed the experiment in 20.18 minutes on
average (σ = 9.92). The global target was reported in 46.27%
of trials compared to 22.18% for the local target. However,
similar to Exp. 1, the distribution of targets reported var-
ied substantially across the three colormaps (see Figure 8).
We analyzed the results using a logistic regression model,
with (log-transformed) color categorization tendency as a
predictor. The model indicates a significant effect for color
categorization (Wald’s Z = 11.217, p < 0.001). A step in
the latter increases the odds of reporting global targets by a
factor of 5.7 (95% CI: 4.2—7.72). Accordingly, the majority of
targets (78.7%) reported in cubehelix-25 (high categorization)
were global. By contrast, the ratio of global to local target in
cubehelix-05 (low categorization) was roughly 1:1. Cubehelix-
15 was in the middle with 69% global targets.

6.3 Discussion

The above results replicate the effects observed in Exp. 1:
color categorization is associated with a bias towards global,
distributional features. A colormap’s categorization ten-
dency is predictive of the degree of bias. These results
provide additional evidence to support H1. Moreover, be-
cause all cubehelix colormaps are derived from the same un-
derlying design (i.e., multi-hue with approximately mono-
tonic luminance), we can rule out a potential confound in
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Exp. 1. In fact, color categorization exerted very similar
effects across the two experiments. For instance, the per-
formance profile of cubehelix-25 is virtually identical to blue-
orange (global target reported in 78.7% and 77.8% of trials,
respectively), despite differences in colormap design. The
similarity in performance, however, can be explained by
the (log-transformed) categorization scores for the two col-
ormaps, which are comparable (6.44 and 6.21, respectively).
Lastly, the estimated effect size for categorization in the
two experiments overlaps (odds ratio 3.16—4.63 in Exp. 1
versus 4.2—7.72 in Exp. 2). Figure 9 plots the combined
results (seven colormaps) from the two experiments. Color
categorization appears to reliably predict the degree of bias.

7 EXPERIMENT III

Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence of different affor-
dances for colormaps. Colorful designs that induce cate-
gorization allow better resolution of distributional features
in scalar fields. Less colorful scales, on the other hand,
appear to afford equal attention to both global and localized
patterns, albeit for a generally lower sensitivity. It is unclear,
however, if observers can be made aware of these tradeoffs,
or whether they can actively leverage two color designs in
the same task. In this experiment, we simulate a context
where people could benefit from multiple color encodings.
We employ the same lineup task (§3.2), but instead of
two targets in every lineup, we embed a single target that
differs either in its overall density or in its localized pattern
configuration. We allow participants to interactively tog-
gle between two colormaps: Brewer’s blue and blue-orange,
which exhibited complementary roles in Exp. 1. We test if
participants can take advantage of this dual-colormap setup,
and whether they show willingness to exploit the more
discriminating colormap for a given target.

7.1 Participants, Experiment Design, and Procedures
We recruited 70 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(41 males, 27 females, and 2 did not identify; mean age of
37.4 years). We limited enrollment to US residents with a
task-approval rate of at least 97%. We compensated par-
ticipants with a $3 payment. The experiment comprised
4 blocks of 8 trials each, for a total of 32 trials. In half
of the trials, we embedded a single target that differed
from the decoys in its spatial distribution. The other half
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Fig. 10. A histogram of the frequency of colormap switching shows a
bimodal distribution. Half the participants did not frequently switch the
colormap during the experiment (blue dots), with the other half having
actively utilized this interaction (orange). We separate participants into
these two groups (n = 35 each) along the median of the distribution.

contained a target varying in the configuration of its bean-
shaped features. The two target types appeared equally
within each block. Trial order was randomized. At the
beginning of each trial, we randomly set the initial colormap
to either blue or blue-orange. Participants were then allowed
to interactively switch the colormap by pressing any key
on their keyboard. This caused the six visualizations in the
lineup to be redrawn instantaneously using the new col-
ormap. Participants were prompted to select the “image that
doesn’t belong.” The prompt also reminded participants
that they could switch the colormap if they wished. There
was no limit on how many times a participant could cycle
between the two colormaps in a given trial. In addition
to recording correctness for each trial (i.e., whether the
target was correctly identified), we tracked three metrics: the
amount of time a participant spends viewing each colormap,
the ‘final’ colormap with which the participant made their
target selection, and the number of colormap switches per
trial.

Participants first completed a color-visio test, followed
by a tutorial and a 12-trial practice session. After practice,
they completed the 32 analyzed trials (plus 8 engagement
checks) and finished the experiment by describing their
strategy and filling out a short demographic survey.

7.2 Results

Participants completed the experiment in 22.5 minutes on
average (σ = 12.2), with an overall accuracy of 50.98%. We
look at how frequently participants switched the colormap,
and analyze the effects of this behavior on target detection.

7.2.1 Colormap Switching Behavior

The frequency of colormap switching shows a bimodal
distribution in which half the participants did not change
the colormap or did so only a handful of times (see Fig-
ure 10). The other half appear to have frequently changed
the colormap (as high as 119 times during the experiment).
We split participants along the median (5.5 switches) into
two equally sized groups: those who switch the colormap
(µ = 55.1 switches, σ = 26.1) and those who rarely do,
if at all (µ = 0.457 switches, σ = 0.817). The latter group
relied mostly on the randomly assigned colormap in each
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Fig. 11. Left: difference in target detection rate between participants
who frequently switch colormaps (orange) and those who do not (blue).
Right: the probability a participant settles on a ‘final’ colormap favoring
the particular target they had been observing. Each circle represents
one participant. Diamonds depict group means (± 95% CIs).

trail. We model the likelihood of successful target discrimi-
nation based on the above switching behavior. Using logistic
regression, we find that colormap switching is associated
with a higher likelihood of successful discrimination (Wald’s
Z = 5.048, p < 0.001). Specifically, participants who
changed the colormap improved the odds of identifying
the correct target by a factor of 3.28 (95% CI: 2.07—5.2),
leading to markedly higher accuracy (µ = 63.7%, CI:
55.8—71.5%) compared to those who mostly settled for the
default colormap (µ = 38.3%, CI: 32.3—44.3%). Figure 11-
left illustrates the relationship between successful detection
and colormap switching. To rule out a confound owing to
different levels of engagement, we compared the accuracy
of the two groups on the engagement checks. Participants
who actively switched the colormap had a slightly higher
engagement rate (96.4% vs. 91.1%). The difference, however,
was small (p > 0.05), amounting to a mere 0.4 missed
attention-test on average. Participants who changed the
colormap had significantly longer response times (23.3 vs.
16.4 seconds on average, p < 0.001). However, this behavior
is to be expected and suggests active use of two encodings.

7.2.2 Bias for Favored Colormaps
We looked for evidence of bias towards the more effective
colormap. Recall that the two colormaps available to par-
ticipants favor different target types: while we expect blue-
orange to be useful in resolving globally distinct targets,
Brewer’s blue should favor targets that vary in their local-
ized feature configuration. We anticipate that, after switch-
ing, participants will settle on the most discriminating color
scheme in a specific trial. We found that those who switch
colormaps are in fact 1.37 (95% CI: 1.14—1.66, Z = 3.28,
p < 0.01) times more likely to settle on a final scale that
favors the lineup they had been observing at the time.
By contrast, and as would be expected from a random
assignment, we find no evidence of bias among those who
rarely switched colors (see Figure 11-right).

Lastly, we analyzed the fraction of time participants
utilized the favored colormap for a specific lineup. We limit
this analysis to those who used the colormap switching
feature. Figure 12 illustrates this distribution. In an average
trial, participants utilized the favored colormap for 51.22%
of their response time (95% CI: 49.61—52.83%). This slight
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Fig. 12. The fraction of time participants looked at stimuli with a col-
ormap favoring the target. Deviation from 50% indicates a tendency for
exploiting the more discriminating colormap for a given target.

bias, however, was not significantly different from an even
50-50 split (t(34) = 1.535, p = 0.134).

7.2.3 Discussion

The results provide further evidence of differing utilities
for colormaps, depending on their color categorization ten-
dency. While only half the participants showed willingness
to switch colormaps, those who did appear to have gained a
significant advantage at the task, amounting to more than a
3-fold improvement at finding the real target. These results
provide further evidence to support H1. Participants who
switched colors also exhibited bias for exploiting the more
discriminating colormap for a particular target, suggesting
an awareness of the complementary utilities for the two
encodings. These results support H2. That said, it is not
clear why half the participants did not take advantage of
this feature (i.e., colormap switching). One possibility is
that, despite our encouragement, some participants did not
think that changing colors would help. Another possibility
is that, because changing colors increases response time,
many participants forgo this option (crowd-workers often
have limited bandwidth to allocate for each task).

8 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Color advice for visualization consists primarily of generic
rules of thumb (e.g., no apparent color boundaries when
representing continuous data). However, it is unclear if and
why these rules should equally apply to different tasks.
Empirical studies have so far painted a mixed picture of the
utility of these principles. For instance, the often criticized
rainbow can be both the best [34] and worst performing
colormap [3], depending on the task. We currently lack a
framework to parse this conflicting evidence, which can-
not be reconciled under existing rules. In this work, we
proposed a theoretical framework for colormap evaluation
in which we seek to characterize both costs and benefits
for alternative colormap designs. Specifically, we theorized
that different colormaps can accentuate different kinds of
features in data. However, by making certain features more
prominent, a colormap can also diminish the signal from
other competing features. We developed experimental pro-
cedures to test this framework, and conducted three exper-
iments to characterize the effects of color categorization on
the interpretation of scalar fields.
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8.1 The Costs and Benefits of Colorful Designs

Color categorization is the tendency to see discrete colors in
an otherwise continuous color gradient. Although this effect
is often associated with rainbows, in fact, most colormaps
will bring about some degree of implicit discretization.
Traditionally, such categorization is considered only appro-
priate for categorical data, but recent work suggests broader
utility. For instance, in graphical inference, people are better
at discriminating distributions when those are visualized
with rainbow [34]. However, along with these benefits, we
hypothesize that there are costs to color categorization,
in that the latter would make it harder to see patterns
defined by localized variations. Exp. 1 and 2 illustrate this
tradeoff: viewing a colorful scale (i.e., high categorization),
participants were more likely to identify a global target
that varies in its distribution. Simultaneously, those same
participants were far less likely to notice features defined by
small perturbations in the distribution.

The bias above lays bare the benefits and costs of color
categorization. A colorful representation makes it possible
to see differences in how scalar data is globally distributed.
For instance, it is easier to check if there are subtle variations
in how the peaks or valleys are distributed in multiple vi-
sualizations. Simultaneously, however, categorization seems
to reduce one’s ability to sense smaller changes in color.
Consequently, features marked by small, relative differences
in scalar data (e.g., the ‘beans’ in Figure 2) are particularly
harder to discern. Outcompeted by larger color differences,
the localized targets became less discernible in jet and
blue-orange. Note importantly that, in the presence of two
feature types, the colorful blue-orange induces a similar bias
to global features as jet, despite the former’s perceptually
uniform profile. It is also notable that even a slight degree
of categorization appears to bring about a proportional
bias for global features, as in viridis. By contrast, the least
colorful scales (Brewer’s blue and cubehelix-05) showed no
bias, instead allowing participants to equally discern global
and localized features. However, overall sensitivity was
significantly reduced in the latter scales. For all colormap
designs tested, the above tendencies can be explained by a
single metric of color categorization.

The results are consistent with H1, which predicted the
aforementioned effect for color categorization. However, the
bias towards localized features in blue was smaller than we
had anticipated, presenting instead as equal saliency for
both feature types. This resulted in uneven utility for the
four colormaps in Exp. 1. A potential explanation is the
local targets require more effort to identify, which skews
the advantage in favor of the more colorful designs. That
said, color categorization was strongly predictive of the
degree of bias towards global features. Exp. 2 replicated
this effect in three cubehelix color scales, which share the
same design characteristics but vary in their categorization
tendency. Exp. 2 therefore enables us to attribute the results
to color categorization, as opposed to other colormap design
factors. Taken together, the experiments lend support to H1.

One might have expected blue-orange (Exp. 1) to be supe-
rior for resolving localized patterns, given its high discrim-
inative power. Ware et al. report blue-orange as one of the
better colormaps for detecting high-frequency features [52].

A potential factor behind the lower detection rate here is the
complexity of the ‘bean’ pattern. Compared to Ware et al’s
Gabors, the bean spanned a larger spatial extent, often cross-
ing multiple color bands. There were also multiple beans in
each plot, with only one presenting as uniquely different in
the target. As such, identifying the correct target involved
not only low-level feature detection but also attentional and
short-term memory resources (e.g., for visual comparison).
The presence of strong color boundaries could crowd out
this feature, and potentially disrupt contour integration [13],
hence complicating the discovery of localized targets. On the
other hand, color categories give rise to a stronger Gestalt
for distributional features, in effect enhancing the saliency
of the global target. The competition between two feature
types in this study uniquely illustrates a tradeoff that was
not modeled in earlier work [21, 34, 52].

8.2 Rethinking Color Advice for Visualization
Our results back up some of the existing color advice for
visualization. For example, the argument that rainbows
can obscure small features [37] appears to have merit.
Interestingly, we observed this tendency not just in rain-
bows, but also in other colorful designs. In fact, one could
predict the bias against localized features by measuring
color categorization tendency alone, irrespective of other
colormap characteristics like perceptual uniformity or lumi-
nance monotonicity. Therefore, the cautionary advice above
should extend to all schemes that cross multiple color cate-
gories, including diverging and multi-hue designs.

Although the discriminability of small features is essen-
tial in many domains, global features may be just as im-
portant. The latter appear to benefit substantially from color
categorization. Here, jet outperformed all other designs for
interpreting distributional characteristics. This may explain
why rainbow colormaps continue to be used widely in prac-
tice, despite advice to the contrary [5,10,23,26]. Accordingly,
in lieu of a dichotomy of ‘good’ versus ‘bad’ colormaps,
we should recognize unique affordances for alternative
colormap designs. Given a task or a communication goal,
we can then recommend a specific color design based on
what we know to be the relevant features. For example,
in datasets containing important low-contrast features, we
might recommend a monotonic luminance ramp that crosses
very few, if any, color categories. On the other hand, if the
goal is to broadly convey distributional features, we might
recommend a more colorful scale spanning multiple color
categories (e.g., blue-orange or even a rainbow design). We
suspect that many practitioners already understand such
tradeoffs at an intuitive level. Our study contributes empir-
ical evidence of these tradeoffs along with a new predictive
metric of color categorization.

Different colormaps appear to emphasize different
things in data, potentially giving rise to varying (though
equally valuable) interpretations. We further speculate that
different color encodings allow an observer to build differ-
ent mental models of the same data. A colorful representa-
tion favors creating a model that highlights distributional
characteristics. Here, the location of features such as peaks,
valleys, and middle values is emphasized in the model. By
contrast, a less colorful representation leaves little impres-
sion of the spatial distribution, thus allowing low-amplitude
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features to stand out. Accordingly, we might recommend
redundant encoding where the same data is visualized twice
using two different colormaps (e.g., a colorful and a smooth-
looking scale with few color categories). This dual-colormap
arrangement may serve to represent different aspects of
the data, just like how multiple views are often used in
visualization interfaces [49]. Exp. 3 tested an analogous
intervention, allowing participants to toggle between two
colormaps. Participants who actively switched the colormap
benefited from this straightforward intervention. The ad-
vantage presented as a 3-fold increase in the likelihood
of resolving the target. Furthermore, and consistent with
H2, we obtained evidence that participants were aware of
complementary utilities for the colormaps that had been
available to them. This awareness manifested as a tendency
to exploit the more discriminating colormap, given a par-
ticular target. Exp. 3 thus reinforces the idea of unique
affordances for different colormaps, even when the task is
unchanged.

8.3 Accessibility for Color Vision Deficiency

One important cost to colorful scales is the reduced ac-
cessibility for people with color-vision deficiency (CVD).
Rainbow schemes can be particularly problematic here. It
is thus essential to consider accessibility in the cost-benefit
analysis, especially when designing graphics intended for a
wide audience. In particular, it may be advisable to refrain
from using rainbow colormaps exclusively for figures in the
scientific literature [23], or in critical domains (e.g., com-
munication in weather emergencies). Fortunately, our re-
sults suggest other CVD-friendly designs that share similar
qualities to rainbow, in terms of effectively communicating
distributional features. While not fully matching the color
nameability of the latter, diverging and certain multi-hue
schemes (e.g., blue-orange and cubehelix-25) appear to induce
a useful degree of color categorization, and may thus be
used in place of jet. If color nameability is essential, it may be
appropriate to visualize the same data with two color scales
one of which is a rainbow and the other a CVD-friendly
scheme. Lastly, it may be possible to obtain CVD-friendly
rainbow variants by truncating problematic color tones (e.g.,
yellow-greens) [6]. This allows for retaining a colorful de-
sign while ensuring accessibility for most viewers.

9 LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK

There are limitations to our work that should be contextu-
alized. First, we opted to limit participants to a single target
selection. This was meant to simplify the response structure.
Similar dual-choice experiments suggest that participants
will mostly self-limit their response to a single choice [48].
Because of this, Exp. 1 and 2 measure relative salience for
the two features (i.e., global vs. localized), rather than
modeling absolute feature discriminability. While saliency
can predict what aspects an observer attends to, visual
attention is also driven by other factors, including top-down
processes. Accordingly, despite the bias to global features,
localized features may still be sufficiently discriminable in
blue-orange or even in jet. Our results do not exclude the
latter possibility, but instead show attentional bias to one

class of features over the other, subject to color catego-
rization. Second, given the nature of the lineup task, our
results are most applicable to situations where the observer
is actively comparing multiple plots. Though we anticipate
similar biases to manifest, it would be interesting to evaluate
those tendencies in an alternative setup involving single
visualizations. While we evaluate two classes of features
for scalar fields, future work might attempt to replicate our
results with other exemplifying features, or with entirely
different feature classes. The effects of color categorization
could also be studied in other data displays, including
standard charts. To that end, the methods developed in this
work should be relatively easy to adapt to other kinds of
features or visualizations. Lastly, the metric we propose in
this work is only meant to capture one aspect of quantitative
colormaps (i.e., implicit categorization tendency). Although
we show this property to be important, there are, too, other
considerations for continuous colormaps. Our metric should
therefore be considered alongside other properties (e.g.,
smoothness and local discriminative power), which may be
equally important to consider depending on the task.

10 CONCLUSION

Color advice for visualization consists of rules that match
colormap designs to generic data types (e.g., monotonically
increasing luminance for quantitative data vs. hue-varying
palettes for nominal). However, these rules do not consider
task nuances, giving rise to inconsistent results in formal
evaluations, or to the advice being ignored by practitioners.
We proposed an alternative colormap evaluation framework
in which we characterize both costs and benefits, thereby
allowing for unique affordances to competing colormap
designs, even in the same task. The results of three experi-
ments confirm the usefulness of this approach. Specifically,
we show that colorful scales (like rainbow and diverging
schemes) can accentuate the distributional characteristics
of scalar fields, while simultaneously rendering localized
features less discriminable. Our work contributes experi-
mental methods and metrics for assessing the cost-utility of
colormaps. We also contribute to an ongoing debate on the
appropriateness of rainbow colormaps for visualization.
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